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Two Netquery updates have been made available on the Dev.Xoops project and on the author's
VIRtech web site.

Netquery v2.35 is a minor update requested by some international site administrators. It adds a
new configuration item for admin selection of the default whois TLD which applies to both the
main user interface and to the whois sideblock. Its translatable "vocabulary" has also been
extended to fully cover Netquery's admin interface.

Netquery v2.36 is a developmental release. It is an initial attempt to follow the Xoops v2.0.9.2
API for module initialisation ($xoopsModuleConfig) and templating
($xoopsOption['template_main']). At this stage, it is not recommended for production sites but is
being made available for testing and feedback.

As usual, comments, criticisms, suggestions, etc. may be posted either here or in the Virtech
forums. The latter is recommended for any extended discussions.

 

http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/showfiles.php?group_id=1119
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